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THE IMPACT OF EXPORT STRATEGY ON 

EXPORT SALES PERFORMANCE 

INTRODUCTION 

Export sales are increasingly seen as one route to corporate growth for 

the srnal1-to-mediurn sized firm. But the question of which export strategy to 

el�ct -- product strategy, segmentation strategy, choice of export markets, etc. 

-- remains a concern for most exporters. This article reports the results of an 

extensive empirical investigation of heavy exporters in one industry, . and how 

the specific export strategies that these firms elected impact on their export 
1 performance. 

Many managements look to foreign markets because of tncreasing competition 

at home, . maturing domestic markets, or limited domestic market opportunities. 

Exporting as a means to corporate growth is particularly appropriate for manufacturers 

of industrial goods, where international cultural differences are not likely to 

deter foreign sales ( as is the case with many consumer goods) [2QJ; for smaller firms, 

where direct foreign investment is beyond their financial and managerial capabilities; 

and for firms with products possessing innovative advantages [22J. 

The field of export marketing strategy has been a neglected one, however, 

both in terms of text book material and empirical investig ation s at the firm level. 

First, much academic re.search on international trade has dealt with entire industries 

rather than individual firms, or has centred on· the MNC ( multinational corporation) 

all but ignored the exporter. Second, no study has dealt with the roZe of strategy 

as a determinant of export performance. 

Those studies that do focus on export marketing have investigated a myriad 

1 
The data and findings are based on a Ph. D. dissertation by Kleinschmidt [ 14] . 
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of firm, managerial and market characteristics that are associated with higher 

levels of exports. Factors that have been found to be tied to export performance 

(usually defined as export sales level) fall into four categories: 

1. Management. expectations and perceptions, including:· perceptions of 
export risk [1,7,18,19,21.J; export expectations of top management [1,13,18]; 
export cost expectations [7, 19]; and management expectations of export 

· 

profitabi 1 ity [1, 13, 18, 20]. 

2. Market variables, including: size of foreign markets [8]; level o·f 
competition in foreign markets [l 7]; domestic market share [17]; trade 
barriers [ll,16]; and physical and psychological distance to foreign 
markets (1,12,17]. 

3. Differential advantages and resources of the firm, including: . product. 
advantages and product adaptation [5,7,11]; technological advantages [5,7, 
10,17] ; and distribution advantages [12,19}. 

4. Firm demographics, including: size of firm [5,7, 10,23]; firm ownership 
[7,10]; and years of export experience [8,16]. 

Indeed, of the 24 studies of export performance and behavior that we identified, 

not one directly posed the question: what export marketing strategies do firms 

adopt and which strategies yield the best res ults (although certain studies did 

deal with individual elements of strategy, namely product adaptation and countries 

exported to)? 

Numerous investigations and writin"s on domestic marketing strategy point to 

the important part that strategy selection plays [4,201. The role of marketing 

strategy cannot be understated, whether for domestic or for export operations. 

Clearly there is a need to examine the different types of strategies that firms 

adopt �hen marketing to foreign countries. An equally important issue concerns 

the relative merits of each strategy. Finally, an understanding of what types of 

firms typically opt for which strategies would provide an insight into the 

appropriateness of alternate strategies for different firms. These questions are 



addressed by the research reported in this article. 

A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

A conceptual framework was first deve 1 a ped in order to help structure the_ 

research and to identify variables for measurement. The unde.rTying proposition 

of the research is that the export performance. a ffrm achieves is largely deter

mined by the export strategy· a firm adopts�· 

The dimensions. of an export; strategy closely parallel those of a domestic 

marketing strategy. A marketing strategy is normally defined in terms of two 

key dimensions, namely market selection and product strategy [2,6,15], and is 

represented pictorally in the form of a product/market matrix. For the specific 

case of export marketing� produat strategy translates into 11product adaptation 

polici', or- the. d egree to- which a firrrr adapts its products for foreign markets: 

at one extreme is the firm that simply sells its domestic product abroad with 

minimum adaptation; at the other extreme is the firm that develops products 

specifically for its export markets. 

The ma::t.'ke� selection facet of strategy in export marketing is captured by 

two dimensions, namely the countries exported to and the level of market seg

mentation within these countries [3]. In terms of countries., export market selection 

ranges from a "nearest neighbor" approach ( exporting to a convenien t and proxi-

mate country) to a world orientation, where a firm's exports are sold to 

different countries around the world. For example, Grohang notes that for 

Norwegian firms the nearest neighbor approach amounts to selling to· other 

Scandinavian countries [9]; in North America, the familiar U.S. -Canada trade 

patterns typify the nearest neighbor strategy. 

The second market selection dimension -- segmentation strategy -- portrays 
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the degree of market segmentation that firms utilize within their export markets, 

i.e. does the firm sell to essentially one and the same market segment in its 

foreign markets [22, 23], or does it cater to a multitude of different segments? 

Export marketing strategy, in the current research, was therefore defined 

in terms of three dimensions: 

.-. degree of product adaptation; 

• countries· exported to ( neighbor- versus world) ; and 

• level of market segmentation. 

Splitting firms into two categories on each dimension yields a 2 by 2 by 2 cube 

that represents the eight possible strategy combinations. 

Export performance has traditionally been measured by a single variable, 

namely export sales as a percent of total corporate sales� called 11export level11• 

But in other contexts, growt h  is considered to be an important and dynamic 

measure - of performance. In this research, therefore, both export: ZeveZ and 

e:r:port g:t:"OWth were considered as gauges of export performance. 

Many studies have shown that characteristics of the firm are tied to 

export performance. The focus of the current research was not on how these 

characteristics might be predictors of export performance, but rather on how 

strategy impacts on performance. Nonetheless� these company characteristics 

do provide a setting for the export strategy, and a relationship between 

strategy elected and firm characteristics can be expected. T he firm character

istics considered in this research comprise five blocks of variables: 

l. Firm demographics, including:- size of firm; age of firm; export experience; 
and firm ownership ( foreign versus domestic). 

2. Managerial perceptions of market conditions, including: perceptions 
of the level of competition in the main markets; export barriers; 
perceptions of domestic market potential; and intentions re. direct 
foreign investment. 

3. Differential advantages of the firm, including: product advantage; 
price advantage; distribution advantage; advertising/promotion advantage; 
export policy constraints ( a negative advantage) . 

.• 

-I 
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4. Export support activities , including: export marketing planning efforts ; 
export marketing res earch efforts ; us e of external information s ources ; level 
of forei§n visits; and R&D s pend ing. 

5. Goals an d aspirations , including� expectations for exports ; corporate growth 
goals ; and corporate goals re. security of inves tment. 

The ma:rketing aoncepe dictates that firms should practice market segm en ta�ion 

and· design product. offerings to s u.it th eir target market. The logical extension ,. in 

exportin g marketing,. is- that firms which' el ect a product adaption an d market segmentation 

strategy can be expected to perform better than those that do not. Moreover, eaon omic 

theory suggests that the fi rm that selects its market with a vie·� to the rnagn i tude 

of opportun ity an d the nature of the firm1s own competences should out- perform -
the 

firm that restricts its elf to a nearby or convenient market. Additionally, certain 

world markets are growing more quickly than nearby markets . 2 Therefore, a world 

orien ted strategy can be expected to. ou t- perform a n earest neighbor approach. The 

followin g  res earch s .tatements evolve fro m these expectations: 

l. Export performan ce is related to the type of export s trateg y elected,. 
an d, in particular, is positively tied to the following strategic 
direction s: 

-- product adaptation strateg y ( vers us a non-ad aptive approach) ; 
-- a s egmentation strategy ( vers us no s egmentation) ; and 
-- world orientation ( vers us a neares t neighbor approach) . 

2. Differen t types of firms select different export s trategies . 

Whi1e th e research statemen ts may seem s elf evident, the magn itude of th e differ en ces in 

perfonnan ce a�d the types of firms that s elect each strategy are of particular 

interest to both the export strategist and the marketing academic. 

RESEARCH METHOD 

2 

Man agers in total of 142 firms in the Canadian electronics industry were 

Note: Canadian firms provided the data; thus the "nearest neighbor" market was 
the U.S., which has experienced s lower growth than certain other countries . 
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personally interviewed to obtain data on export strategies and performance. A 

single industry was chosen in order to control for industry differences. The 

electronics industry provided an ideal setting for the study: many small-to-medium 

sized firms, which were heavily engaged in the export of mod erate- to-high techn ology 

products.� 

· Initially,, 269' firnis. were· contacted by· mail and asked to participate in. the 

study. A total of 192: firms replied (70.6%) , which, fo1Towing screening for 

appropriateness, was reduced to 142 firms. Those 142 firms fina.lly interviewed 

represented 43% of the total number of Canadian electronics firms and an estimated 

60% of output (industrial goods only) . 

The average finn in the eventual sample had annual sales of $18. 5 million, 

and exported 46% of its output. Of these exports, on average 53% was destined to 

the nearest neighbor (the U.S.) and 47% to other countries. The median number 

of employees per firm was approximately" 100; the median age of the firm about 15 

years; and almost 60% of the firms had 10 years or less export experience. One 

third of the firms were foreign-owned. 

Within each firm, managers were asked about their export marketing strategies, 

namely the countries exported to (and split of exports by country) , the nature 

and numbe� of segments catered to, and product adaptation practices. A nearest 

neighbor exporter (versus world exporter) was defined as a firm which exported 

more than 67% of its exports to one country 3 (in this case, the U. S. ). Firms 

that sold to two or more market segments within their· foreign markets were classed 

as multi-segmenters (versus single segment) . Product adapters were defined as firms 

3 
Note: that on average 67% of Canadian manufactured exports are destined to 
U.S. markets (excludes Autopact). 

.... 

... 
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which adapted their products beyond the minimal requirements for export markets. 4 

The sample of firms was then categorized into the eight possible export strat

egies. Two of the cells had a decidely lower firm frequency than the other cells> 

and therefore were combined with two other cells. The resulting six. strategy groups 

are defined in terms of world versus nearest neighbor approach. and a� "marketing'r . 

versu� 11seTTing"' orientation-. Here a 11marketer1t practices both product adaptation 

and market segmentation concurrently; in contrast a 11seller11 neither adapts his 

products nor practices market segmentation; and a third category falling between 

the two extremes, the quasi-marketer, practices either product adaptation or seg

mentation, but not both concurrently. The definition and frequency of these strategy 

types is shown in Table I. Note that only a small proportion of firms -- less than 

one in seven -- elected the normative strategy of a world oriented marketer; that 

only 29% practiced a marketing approach; but that almost 60% had a world orientation. 

RESULTS 

Impact of Strategy 

The export strategy elected -- whether marketing versus selling ;  and world 

versus nearest- neighbor -- has a dramatic impact an export results. Table II shows 

th;s impact. Note that firms electing a world mar.keter strategy achieved an 

exceptional annual growth 5 in exports of 188% versus a low of only 23% for nearest 

neighbor sellers -- an eight-fold difference in performance. Similarly, world 

marketers saw 52.5% of their output as exports, almost double the 29.3% level 

4 

5 

In order to classify firms as product adaptors ( or non-adaptors) and segmenters 
( or non-segmenters), Likert type multi-item scales v1ere used: five items for 
the product adaptation dimension and four items for the market segmentation 
dimension: 

Compounded export sales growth for the last three years . 



Marketer 

Quasi
Marketer 

Seller 

% of exports 
destined to 
nearest 
neighbor 
(mean ) 
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TABLE I 

DEFINIT ION OF STRATEGY TYPES 

World Nearest Neighbor 

Adapts products and Adapts products and 
segments markets and segments markets, and 
markets to the world. markets mainly to nearest 

ne·i ghbor. 

13. 5% of firms 15.6% of firms 

Either adapts product� Either adapts products or 
or segments markets, but segments markets but not 
not both; exports to the both; exports mainly to 
world. nearest neighbor. 

28�4% of firms 12.8% of firms 

No product adaptation and No product adaptation and 
no market segmentation, no market segmentation; 
and sells to the· world. and sells mainly to nearest 

neighbor. 

17. 7% of firms. 12.0% of firms 

28.1% 90.2% 



Marketer 

Quast
Marketer 

Seller 

Column 
Mean 

TABLE II 

EXPORT PERFORMANCE VERSUS 

EXPORT STRATEGY 

PERFORMANCE 

EXPORT GROWTH *' 

World Nearest Row 
Neighbor Mean 

-188% 80% 

51% 41% 

28% 23% 

75% 51% 

130% 

48% 

26% 

67% 

- EXPORT LEVEL 

World Nearest 
Neighbor 

52.5% 46.5% 

52:.1% 46.6% 

42. 1% 29.3% 

49. 2% 41. 5% 

* Annual growth rate, compounded over last three years. 

Row 
Mean 

49.3% 

50.4% 

36.9% 

46.0% 
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real ized by nearest neighbdr sellers. 

e Export Growth: 

Export growth,. the dynamic measure of performance, was closely related to 

both dimens-ions of export strategy, with the marketer/se11er dimension having ·a 

stronger effect than world/neighbor directi'on. Overall, marketing firms, practicing 

both product adaptation and segmentatio_n, saw their exports grow at 130% annually 

versus only 26% for sellers. Similarly world exporters witnessed a growth of 75% 

versus 51% for nearest neighbor exporters. 

Not sur�risingly, this impact of strategy on export growth was strongly 

sign!ficant. Two way analysis of variance of export growth versus the two strategy 

dimensions (marketer/se-ller and world/neighbor) was statistically significant at 

the O.OOT level. Table III presents the ANOVA results. Note that the main effects 

were highly significant (O(-:SQ.001), with the · degree of marketing orientation 

significant at the 0.001 level, and degree of world orientation at the 0. 08 level. 

But the interaction effects of these two dimensions was not significant (o<:::::Q.10). 

o Export Level : 

Export level, the static performance measure, was also significantly-related· 

to the export strategy elected, but not as strongly so as export growth. At one 

extreme, firms electing a world marketing strategy -- product adaptation, market 

segmentation and a world focus -- exported more than half their domestic production 

(52.5%). In contrast, those firms classed as nearest neighbor sellers, who sold 

unadap-ted products to the· same. segment in a nearby market of convenience, fared 

much worse with only 29.3% of their sales in exports. -

The export levels versus strategies elected, shown in Table II, reveal a 

consistent pattern, with performance increasing with both � marketing and a world 
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TABLE III 

ANOVA RESULTS: THE IMPACT 

OF EXPORT STRATEGY ON EXPORT GROWTH 

Source of Vartation 

Main Effects 
- Marketer vs Seller 
- World vs Neighbor 

Interaction Effects 

Explained 

Degree� of 
Freedom 

3 
2· 
1 

2 

5 

F 

6. ll 
8'�54 
3.07 

2.06 

4.49 

Signtfiance 
af F 

0.001 
0.000 
0.082 

0. 131 

0 .001 
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orientation. On average, marketing oriented firms out-performed sellers (49. 3% 

export sales versus 36. 9%), and world oriented firms outdid nearest neighbor exporters • 

(49. 2% versus 41.5%), but less dramatically. 

The performance differencess guaged by export level, were statistically sig-

nif� cantly related ta strategy (o<.=0�06) .. Two way q.nalysis of variance_ (Table IV). 

showed �xport TeveT to be s.·trongly tied to the- marketer/seller dimension (o<=0.02.7)� 

Although tendencies between- export level and the world/neighbor dimension were 

evident, this relat1.,onship was not significant at the O� 10 level. But overa11, the. 

main effects of the strategy elected were significant (c<:SQ.10). 

1 Performance on Both Dimensions: 

Which strategies result in both high export growth and high export level 

simultaneously? Note that the, two performance criteria -- growth and level -

were- virtually independent guages of export results (r=0.091}. 

The 11high performancen firms were identified in order to answer this question. 

Firms were split into two categories on each performance criterion (high and low, 

... 

or firms above and below the median performance); yielding four categories of performance. 

Of particular interest were those firms in the HH cell: the "high performance11 

firms that simultaneously achieved both high export growth and high. export level. 

Table V shows the proportion of HH firms for each strategy elected. 
, 
The world marketers clearly out-performed the other strategy groups with almost 

half (47%) of world marketers classed as HH or high performance firms. Only 5. 3% 

of world marketers were poor performers on both criteria, the LL firms. These trends 

shown in Table V were statistically significant (chi squared;o<=0. 04). In contrast, 

those firms electing a nearest neighbor selling strategy fared by far the-worst: 

29% of the firms that adopted this strategy were poor performers (LL firms), and 

only 5.9% high performance firms. The remainder were HL or LH firms. 

Regardless of whether a marketer or a sell er, world or 'iented firms consistently 

I 
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TABLE IV 

ANOVA RESULTS: THE IMPACT OF 
EXP.ORT STRATEGY ON EXPORT LEVEL. 

Source of Variation 

Main Effects 
- Marketer vs Seller 
- World vs Ne ighbor 

Interaction Effects 

Explained 

Degrees of 
Freedom· 

2 
1 
l 

1 

3 

F 

3.56 
5.02 
2.09 

0.37 

2. 49 

Significanca 
of F 

0.031 
0.027 
0.151 

0.545• 

0.063 

Note: Because of clear performance similarities ( See Table II) , marketers and 
quasi-marketers were grouped together in this analysis. 
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TABLE V 

PROPORTION OF HIGH PERFORMERS 

( AND LOW PERFORMERS ) FOR EACH EXPORT STRATEGY 

World Nearest 
l'feighbor 

Row, Means. 

Marketers 47.4% 
(5.3%)* 

18.2% 
(9.1%) 

3 1.7% 
(7.3%) 

Quasi
Marketers 

Sell e.rs 

Column 
Means 

* 

22.5% 
(22.5%) 

20.0% 
(32 .. 0%) 

27.4% 
(21.4%) 

11 .1% 
(27Q8%) 

5.9% 
(29.4%) 

12.3% 
(21.1%) 

19.0% 
(24.1%) 

14-.3% 
{31.0%) 

21.3% 
(21.3%) 

Note:. Low performers� the LL firms� are shown in parenthesis. 
The remaining firms, i. e.,. the other 47.3% in this strat.egy, 
are LH or HL firms 
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outdid their nearest neighbor counterparts (Table V). Similarly ,  whether a world 

or neighbor strategy, the marketers always had a higher proportion of "high performance11 

firms. These tendencies were confirmed statistically : A MANOVA analy sis, which tested 

for significant differen ces be_tween strategy groups when considering ba th performance 

guages simultaneously,. was. significant at the 0.007 level. 

The rese�rctt findings- strongly support the· first research statement:. a strategy 

that emph asizes a world orientatiorr, product adaptation, and market segmentation yields 

better· export performance. Export growth was considerably greater for such firms; 

export level was higher; and this strategy y ielded a greater proportion of high 

performance firms in terms of both performance criteria. 

Strategy Profiles 

Certain types of firms were associated with each of the export strategies. In 

order· to identify the profiles of firms that elected the six export strategies, one 

way analysis of variance with Dunca� multipl'e range tests was employ ed. 

Only four of the measures of firm characteristics were significantly tied to 

strategies (ANOVAS;c<:S0.10), although the range tests .identified a total of ten 

of the 21 firm characteristics whi eh differed between strategy groups (o\�O. 10). The 

firm profiles are shown- for each strategy type in Table VI for the ten significant 

firm characteristics only, and the profiles of four strategy groups are described 

below: 

1. World Marketers: 

World marketers, the best performers� were unique in that they \'iere the y oung

est firms and also the least experienced firms in terms of exporting. �oincidently,  

they were the heaviest spenders on R&D as a·Rercentage of corporate sales, and 

undertook the most extensive export marketing planning activities. These world 

marketers also had the highest expectations for their export program. Of all firms, 

world marketers saw the fewest barriers to export marketing in foreign countries. 

Generally, perceived differential advantages -- product, distribution, promo-
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Firm 
characteristics 

�
 

Age of firm (years) 
Export experience 

{y
ears) . 

rore1gn investment intentioh� 
Perceived barriers to export 

Perceived price advantage 

Export marketing planning** 
Use of external information 
sources** 

R&O spending 
(% of 

sa1es)*
* 

Export expectations 
Corp. 

growth goals** 

World 
Marketer 

l L l l H H H H l 

'T
ABLE•VI 

PROFILES OF THE STRATEGY GROUPS 

STRATEGY GROUPS 

World 
Quasi



Mark�ter 

H l H H H l 

Worid 
Seller 

H L l L l l l 

Neighbor 
Marketer 

H H l H H 

Neighbor 
Quasi
Marketer 

H H L 

Neighbor 
Seller 

H l L 

* On1y characteristics �igrdficant at the 0.10 level; 
Duncah mu 1tip1e range tests� 

are shown. 
l m

eans 
111ow11; H means 11high

11 oh tM
 

cha.
t-acteristic

. 
· 

** Denotes thos·e characti:!riStits al so significant with 
the ANOVA test

, o<.
-S

 o. 1 o. 

16 
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tion, etc. -- were not unique to any strategy group. The exception was price 

advantage, and, ironically, world marketers believed that they- had the least price 

advantage of a 11 fi rms. Finally, these firms, 1 i ke the other marketing oriented 

firms,. had low corporate growth goals relative to previous years' growth,. probably 

a: sober- reflection o.f the difficulty in repeating the spectacular- growth of pervfous: 

years-

What we witness is a consistent pattern of characteristics associated with 

these world. marketers, the high performance firms. The picture is one of an 

aggressive and entrepreneurial firm: young and inexperienced; heavy R&O spending 

but no product price advantage� suggesting a focus on product and technology 

rather than low prices; extensive export planning; and high export expectations. 

Export performance was exceptional: 188% growth in exports, and 52.5% of output 

as exports. 

2. World Sellers: 

The picture for world sellers is in direct contrast to that for world marketers. 

World sellers were the oldest firms in the sample. They made little use of export 

marketing planning, had the lowest R&D spending of all firms, and had the lowest 

export expectations. Such firms made little use of outside information sources 

about their foreign markets. Like world marketers, world sellers had low corporate 

growth goals relative to previous years1 growth rates. The pattern is one of a 

much more conservative, established firm: older, little R&D, little export plann ing, 

and low expectations. Note that these firms achieved an export growth rate well 

below the average: 28% growth versus an all-finm average of 67%� Moreover, the 

export level of these world sellers was also marginally lower than the average firm. 

3. Nearest Neighbor Marketers: 

Nearest neighbor marketers possessed fewer distinguishing characteristics. 

Such firms had the most export experience, and also had the strongest intentions 



of all firms to become involved in direct foreign investment. Like world marketers, 

they too perceived that they had no price advantage for their products and their 

R&O e�for ts were the highest of all fir ms. The growth in exports of nearest 

neighbor marketers was above average (80% ver sus 67% for all fir ms), while expor t 

level was just about average at 46.5%. 

4. Nearest Neighbor Se1Ters:. 

This small group of firms, . representing only 12% of the sample, had very few 

unique characteristics. They made very little use of outsid e infor mation sources in 

their foreign markets, the least of any fir m. Further , they saw the highest barriers_ 

to expor ts of all firms. Finally, they spent the least on R&D but they were not 

significantly different in terms of age, export experience, export marketing planning, 

gr owth_ goals or export expectations. These firms wer e bY far the 'IJOrst perfor mers, 

with an export growth rate of 23%,_ well below the average of 67%, and an export level 

-of 29.3%, again far below the average of 46%. 

The different firm profiles that were identified across strategy groups an d the 

results in Table VI lend only par tial support to the second r esear ch statement: dif- · 

ferent firms elect different export strategies. Indeed, ther e were a number of 

signiftcant differences particularly for" the high perfor mance firms, name1y the 

world marketers. 

But there were also many characteristics that did not var y across strategy 

groups. The size of the firm (annual sales) and fir m owner ship (domestic versus 

foreign O\vned) appear - to have little to do with strategy elected. Per ceptions 

r egarding market potentials, both at home and abroad, were not tied to export 

strategies, nor were perceived differential advantages in terms of distr ibution, 

promotion and product. Finally, several suppor t activities, namely foreign mar ket 

research efforts and the level of for eign visits, wer e not par ticular to any one 
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strategy type. The conclusion is, while some company differences did exist across 

strategy types, that these differences were not as great nor as numerous as might 

have been expected. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Th� research- results show· clearly that the export strategy a firm elects has. 

a pronounced impact on the export. performance results. it achieves. In terms of 

relative impacts, the effects were: 

• a marketing versus a selling orientation leads to much stronger export growth: 
130% versus 263 growth� 

• a marketing versus a selling orientation results in a considerably higher 
export level: 49. 3% versus 36. 9% of output. 

,, a world versus nearest nei ghbor orientation is tied to a somewhat stronger 
export growth: 75% versus 51% growth. 

13 a world versus nearest neighbor orientation has a small but positive- impact 
on export level: 49. 2% versus 41 .. 5% of o�tput. 

All but the last relationship were ?tatistically significant, but interactive effects 

between the two strategic directions were not significant. 

The evidence strongly supports the tenets of the ma:t>keting concept as applied 

to international marketing: that market segmentation and designing products 

specifically to suit target market segments is an appropriate strategy. The market-

ing concept has found considerable favor in domestic operations, but has rarely 

been tested in an export context. The results of the current research help to 

extend the applicability of the marketing concept to export marketing. 

The message for managers is.that product adaptation and market segmentation are 

key ingredients in success, not only at home, but also abroad. The manufacturer 

that is content merely ta sell his domestic product abroad� essentially unaltered, 

and to pay little heed to the nature and selection of segments within his foreign 

markets, is likely to achieve a belmv average export performance, particularly in 

tenns of export growth. But if a high export growth and, to a 1 e.sser extent, a high 
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level of exports are desired, then a careful selection of target market segments 

with the produat as a variable, and not fixed, is essential. 

A second message is that a world versus a nearest neighbor orientation is 

probably the more preferred route, again if higher export growth is the objective. 

Many firms in our sample were content merely to select a foreign market that was 

convenient -- a nearby market,. both geographi caTly and psychologically. But 

such a strategy of convenience may result in missed opportunities -- markets 

that, while less convenient to access, promise higher payoffs. The performance 

results were clear� a world orientation leads to a considerably higher export 

growth, and a. somewhat higher export l eve 1. 

Firms that elected the preferred strategy -- a world marketing strategy 

were d.i sti net from other firms in a number of important way s. Some of these 

characteristics, such as age and export experience, are attributes of the firm 

itself, . and are not amenable to management action. But certc;in activities, which 

are within the control of management, were clearly ·associated with these high 

performers. High R&D spending, and the reliance on technological prowess, rather 

than price advantages, were important features of these firms. Similarly, the 

use of extensive export marketing planning activities separated these world 

marketers from other firms. While no casuality was shown by the research� the 

evidence strofigly suggests that both R&D spending and export marketing planning 

are vital to highly successful export marketing. 

Export success can never be guaranteed. There are simply too many unknowns 

and uncertainties to y ield a reliable and valid prediction of success. But this 

research has demonstrated that certain strategies are more likely to lead to success 

than others. What is most surprising is the magnitude of the performance differ

ences bet\'1een strategies. Export strategy selection and imp 1 ementation becomes 

a critical ingredient of export success. And a strategy that is based on the 

marketing concept and features a world orientation shou·1 d become the idea 1 for firms 

that are intent on improving export performance. 
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